VirGo^4
Virtual State Prediction for Groups of Reactive Autonomous Robots

State prediction and self-evaluation on heterogeneous robot platforms in the context of a lunar or planetary mission.

VirGo4 focuses on cooperative, adaptive, and reliable robots. Besides looking at the behaviour control of individual robots, mostly the anticipatory behaviour in teams is important in VirGo4. Two main goals are pursued:
1. A platform-independent development methodology
2. A specific concept of a behaviour control system

The realisation of modular distributed software-architectures that control individual robots and heterogeneous teams is facilitated heavily by a platform-independent development methodology.

The concept of the behaviour control system builds on a model of the decision processes in brains. VirGo4 focuses a prediction system that allows to assess the quality of actions taken. This way, the impact of an action taken could be estimated. Based on that, the behaviour of an individual or a team could then be adapted accordingly. The system state may be adapted according to the error between the predicted and the measured environmental properties.

Several world models serve as a basis for decision-making: An egocentric world model represents the world view of a single robot. Based thereupon, an allocentric world model fuses information gathered from the other robots and further environmental data.
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